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Theâ-hydroxyethylperoxy (I ) andâ-hydroxyethoxy (III ) radicals are prototypes of species that can undergo
hydrogen atom transfer across their intramolecular hydrogen bonds. These reactions may play an important
role in both the atmosphere and in combustion systems. We have used density functional theory and composite
electronic structure methods to predict the energetics of these reactions, RRKM/master equation simulations
to model the kinetics of chemically activatedI , and variational transition state theory (TST) to predict thermal
rate constants for the 1,5-hydrogen shift inI (Reaction 1) and the 1,4-hydrogen shift inIII (Reaction 2). Our
multi-coefficient Gaussian-3 calculations predict that Reaction 1 has a barrier of 23.59 kcal/mol, and that
Reaction 2 has a barrier of 22.71 kcal/mol. These predictions agree rather well with the MPW1K and BB1K
density functional theory predictions but disagree with predictions based on B3LYP energies or geometries.
Our RRKM/master equation simulations suggest that almost 50% ofI undergoes a prompt hydrogen shift
reaction at pressures up to 10 Torr, but the extent to whichI is chemically activated is uncertain. For Reaction
1 at 298 K, the variational TST rate constant is∼30% lower than the conventional TST result, and the
microcanonical optimized multidimensional tunneling (µOMT) method predicts that tunneling accelerates
the reaction by a factor of 3. TST calculations on Reaction 2 reveal no variational effect and a 298 KµOMT
transmission coefficient of 105. The Eckart method overestimates transmission coefficients for both reactions.

I. Introduction

There is substantial computational evidence that intramo-
lecular hydrogen bonds facilitate hydrogen atom transfer in
â-hydroxyalkylperoxy andâ-hydroxyalkoxy radicals in the
atmosphere.1-8 For example, we recently used quantum chem-
istry and RRKM/master equation calculations7,8 to study in-
tramolecular hydrogen shifts across hydrogen bonds in the
second-generation alkoxy and peroxy radicals formed in the
atmospheric oxidation of isoprene. There were significant
uncertainties in the theoretical methods we employed. B3LYP,9-11

MPW1K,12 and CBS-QB313 predictions of hydrogen shift
barriers disagreed by several kcal/mol for the peroxy radicals.
Moreover, our treatment of hydrogen atom tunneling, which
modeled the reaction coordinate with the asymmetric Eckart
potential,14 depended strongly on the magnitude of the transition
structure’s imaginary frequency. For the peroxy radicals, the
B3LYP and MPW1K imaginary frequencies differed by up to
700 cm-1, leading to predicted tunneling corrections that differed
by as much as a factor of 103 at 300 K. Both uncertainties
hampered our ability to predict the kinetics of these hydrogen
atom transfer reactions.

The general significance of such reactions, and the importance
of describing them more accurately, led us to explore small
model radicals. This paper focuses on intramolecular hydrogen
atom transfer in two such prototypical radicals,•OOCH2CH2-
OH (I ) and•OCH2CH2OH (III ) (Reactions 1 and 2):

The small sizes of speciesI and III allow us to study the
kinetics of these reactions in detail. Most fundamentally, it is
computationally feasible to use highly accurate electronic
structure methods to evaluate reaction barriers forI and III .
These predictions can then be used to validate results obtained
using density functional theory (DFT). This validation is
important, given the ambiguities of our previous studies.7,8 Using
DFT, in turn, makes it feasible to tackle extensive statistical
rate theory calculations, as we discuss below.

One major source of speciesI is the atmospheric oxidation
of ethene. Almost 50 Tg/yr of ethene is emitted from both
natural and anthropogenic sources.15 The most important
atmospheric sink for ethene is reaction with hydroxyl radical
(•OH) (Reaction 3), followed by reaction with O2 (Reaction
4):16-18
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These reactions lead to a chemically activatedâ-hydroxy-
ethylperoxy radical (I) capable of prompt unimolecular reactions.
Olivella and Sole´,19 using RCCSD(T)//B3LYP calculations,
predicted that the lowest barrier isomerization pathway forI
involves a 1,5-hydrogen shift to form theâ-hydroperoxyethoxy
radical (II ), as shown in Reaction 1 above. SpeciesII can then
decompose to form•OH and two equivalents of CH2O.

Because the predicted barrier for the 1,5-hydrogen shift inI
(29.37 kcal/mol for Reaction 1 at 0 K) is less than the predicted
amount of energy released by formation ofI (-32.97 kcal/mol
for Reaction 4 at 0 K), Olivella and Sole´ proposed that the
dominant fate of chemically activatedI is Reaction 1. However,
other intramolecular hydrogen transfer reactions may occur:

Although the 1,4-hydrogen shift (Reaction 5) and the 1,3-
hydrogen shift (Reaction 6) have higher activation enthalpies,
the fact that multiple conformers ofI can undergo these higher
barrier processes may enhance the contributions of Reactions
5 and 6 to the prompt chemistry ofI .

More importantly, collisional stabilization may substantially
or even completely attenuate energetically accessible unimo-
lecular pathways. Moreover, under low [NOx] conditions in the
troposphere, once speciesI is thermalized, the 1,5-hydrogen
shift (Reaction 1 above) will be negligible compared to
bimolecular reactions ofI with itself20 or with other peroxy
radicals in the troposphere.17 It is therefore necessary to quantify
the competition between thermalization and all possible prompt
hydrogen shift reactions. In this paper, we present the results
of RRKM/master equation simulations of the fate of chemically
activatedI . The use of a validated DFT method to generate the
electronic structure inputs for these simulations allows us to
model the reactivity ofI thoroughly with only modest compu-
tational cost.

Another important context for speciesI is the combustion of
ethanol, an increasingly common gasoline additive. The state
of the art ethanol oxidation mechanism constructed by
Marinov21,22 predicts that a significant fraction of ethanol
undergoes hydrogen atom abstraction from the methyl group
(Reaction 7):

The resulting •CH2CH2OH radical then reacts with O2
(Reaction 4 above) to formI . Combustion systems clearly have
sufficient thermal energy to drive both the 1,5-hydrogen shift
(Reaction 1 above) to formII , andII ’s subsequent decomposi-
tion to 2 CH2O + •OH. In his mechanism, Marinov includes
an approximate rate coefficient expression for this process, but
it would be useful to have a more accurate estimate that includes
the effect of tunneling. In this paper we derive such an
expression using variational transition state theory.

Under higher [NOx] conditions in the atmosphere, collision-
ally stabilizedI will be converted quantitatively via Reaction 8
to the chemically activatedâ-hydroxyethoxy radical (III) :18,23

Experimental and computational studies by Vereecken,
Peeters, and Orlando et al.1,24 indicate that at 1 atm and 298 K,
∼40% of III will undergoâ-scission promptly via Reaction 9:

Under the same conditions, the remaining∼60% of III is
first thermalized, and then either decomposes via Reaction 9,
or reacts with O2 (Reaction 10):1,18,24

Another possible unimolecular reaction ofIII is the previously
mentioned 1,4-hydrogen shift (Reaction 2):

There are at least two reasons one might discount Reaction
2 in this context. The first reason is that, because it is an identity
reaction, it cannot be detected experimentally without the use
of isotopically labeled reagents. However, the analogous reaction
in an asymmetric alkoxy radical (e.g., Reaction 11)

would change the fate of the radical and the product yields.
The second reason one might discount Reaction 2 is that the

â-scission ofIII (Reaction 9) has a predicted barrier of∼10
kcal/mol.1,6,24In contrast, as we discuss below, the 1,4-hydrogen
shift in III (Reaction 2) has a barrier of∼20 kcal/mol. Reaction
2 would therefore appear to be completely negligible under
atmospheric conditions. However, tunneling can have an
enormous effect on the rates on intramolecular hydrogen transfer
reactions. For example, Zhang et al.25 have predicted that the
1,2- and 1,3-hydrogen shifts in ethoxy radical have Eckart
tunneling coefficients of∼108 at 250 K. The 1,4-hydrogen shift,
as exemplified by Reaction 2, may therefore have some impact
on atmospheric chemistry. In this paper, we present variational
transition state theory predictions of Reaction 2’s thermal rate
constants, including tunneling corrections.

In our calculations of the transmission coefficients for
Reactions 1 and 2, we test the predictions of the Eckart method
against more rigorous multidimensional methods. It is known
that for bimolecular reactions, the arbitrary shape of the Eckart
potential can sometimes lead to unreliable estimates of tunneling
probabilities,26,27 and that the Eckart model’s one-dimensional
treatment of tunneling neglects the deviations from the minimum
energy path that occur when a hydrogen atom moves between
two heavy atoms.28 However, there has been little testing of
the Eckart method for unimolecular reactions.25,29The greatest
computational challenge of multidimensional tunneling methods
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is the need for repeated computation of Hessians along the
minimum energy path. Our use of a validated DFT method
makes such calculations both reliable and feasible.

II. Computational Methods

II.A. Electronic Structure Calculations. Three hybrid DFT
methods, B3LYP, MPW1K, and BB1K, were used to predict
the electronic energies, optimized geometries, and harmonic
vibrational frequencies of the single conformers ofTS I-II
and TS III , and all conformers of speciesI , II , and III , in
Reactions 1 and 2 above. Each reported minimum had all real
frequencies, and each reported transition structure had one
imaginary frequency. We determined the minima associated with
each transition structure by animation of the imaginary fre-
quency and, in some cases, with IRC calculations. To determine
the zero-point energy corrections to the electronic energies, the
harmonic vibrational frequencies were scaled as recommended
by Radom30 and Truhlar.31,32 All calculations on radicals
employed unrestricted wave functions.

B3LYP9-11 is one of the more commonly used functionals,
but it often underestimates barriers to H-atom transfer reactions
in open-shell systems.12,31,33-35 MPW1K12 and BB1K32 are
Truhlarandco-workers’re-parametrizationsofthemPW1PW9136,37

and B1B9538,39 hybrid DFT methods, respectively. In both
methods, the fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange is optimized
to reproduce accurately known barrier heights for intermolecular
hydrogen transfer reactions. BB1K is comparable to MPW1K
in the ability to predict the energies and geometries of transition

states and is superior to MPW1K in the ability to predict
thermochemical properties like atomization energies.32 With all
DFT methods, the 6-31+G(d,p)40-42 basis set was used for all
conformers, and the MG3S43,44(that is, 6-311+G(2df,2p)) basis
set was used for the most stable conformers.

The G3S, CBS-QB3, G3//B3LYP, G3SX, and multi-coef-
ficient Gaussian-3 (MCG3) composite methods were also used
to predict the energies ofTS I-II , TS III , and the most stable
conformers ofI , II , andIII . Each of these methods uses a series
of single point calculations to approximate a single point
calculation at the QCISD(T) or CCSD(T) level of theory with
a large (or infinite) basis set. The G3S method45 is based on an
MP2(full)/6-31G(d) optimized geometry, whereas the CBS-
QB3,13 G3//B3LYP,46 and G3SX47 methods are all based on
geometries optimized with B3LYP and either a double-ú or
triple-ú basis set.

Although the G3S, CBS-QB3, G3//B3LYP, and G3SX model
chemistries were originally parametrized to reproduce thermo-
chemical properties, each has received at least some validation
of its ability to predict accurate hydrogen shift barriers.33,48-50

Nevertheless, one may take issue with the quality of the MP2
and B3LYP transition state geometries these methods employ.
Truhlar and co-workers have provided evidence51,52 that for
open-shell systems, the higher levels of electron correlation
provided by the QCISD, CCSD, and multi-coefficient QCISD53

(MC-QCISD) methods provide far more accurate transition state
geometries. Accordingly, we attempted optimizations of all of
the species of interest using each of these methods. All
optimizations of the minimaI , II , andIII succeeded. However,
all of the QCISD searches for transition structureTS III
converged to unphysical structures in which the two partial O-H
bonds were not of equal length. All QCISD searches forTS
I-II , and all MC-QCISD searches for bothTS I-II andTS
III , failed to converge. However, the CCSD/6-31G(d) geometry
optimization ofTS III did converge. This geometry, and the
CCSD/6-31G(d) geometry ofIII , were used as the basis for
MCG3 calculations employing Lynch and Truhlar’s version 3m
parameters.54 Also, given the evidence32 that the BB1K func-
tional can predict transition state geometries as accurately as
QCISD, MCG3 calculations were also performed based on the
BB1K/MG3S optimized geometries ofIII and TS III . All
treatments of electron correlation, except for the MP2(full)/6-
31G(d) optimizations, neglected the contribution of core elec-
trons.

Most of the quantum chemistry calculations were carried out
using the Gaussian 03 program suite.55 CCSD optimizations
were performed usingACES2,56 and MC-QCISD and MCG3
calculations were performed using MULTILEVEL .57

II.B. RRKM/Master Equation Calculations. We used
Barker’s MultiWell program suite58,59 to solve the master
equation for the formation (Reaction 4 above) and isomerization
(Reactions 1, 5, and 6 above) of theâ-hydroxyethylperoxy
radical (I ). The zero-point corrected relative energies of all
possible conformers of all participating species were taken from
our BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) calculations. Microcanonical rate con-
stantsk(E) were computed using RRKM theory,60 with the
required sums and densities of states being calculated based on
BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) optimized geometries and harmonic fre-
quencies scaled by 0.9561.32 We did not treat low-frequency
internal rotations as hindered rotors.

We treated collisional stabilization with the exponential-down
model, using an energy grain size of 10 cm-1 and assuming an
average energy transferred per collision (〈Ed〉) of 300 cm-1.61

The bath gas was N2 at 298 K, with Lennard-Jones parameters

TABLE 1: Relative Energies (0 K, kcal/mol) for the
Conformers in Figure 1

conformer B3LYPa B3LYPb MPW1Kb BB1Kb CCSD(T)c CBS-QB3d

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
b 1.13 0.21 -0.05 0.15 0.45 0.05
c 1.79 0.42 0.11 0.43 1.34 0.51
d 2.69 1.31 1.14 1.35 2.00 0.96
e 3.44 1.64 1.52 1.85 2.99 1.56
f 3.03 1.75 1.42 1.69 2.19 1.65
g 2.77 1.88 1.72 1.98 2.22 1.87
h 3.22 2.28 2.12 2.34 2.73 2.01
i 3.05 2.17 1.99 2.27 2.48 2.18
j 3.74 2.36 2.26 2.57 3.43 2.24
k 3.94 2.27 1.92 2.34 3.27 2.37
l 3.98 2.66 2.42 2.83 3.54 2.78
m 3.99 -e -e -e 3.52 -e

MAD f 1.15 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.71 0.00

a With the 6-31G(d,p) basis set; taken from Vereecken and Peeters.1

b With the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set.c CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p); taken from Vereecken and Peeters.1 d Based on B3LYP/6-
311G(2d,d,p) optimized geometries.e Not a minimum for this model
chemistry.f MAD ) mean absolute deviation from the CBS-QB3
relative energies. Conformerm not included.

TABLE 2: Relative Energies (0 K, kcal/mol) for the
Conformers in Figure 2

conformer B3LYPa B3LYPb MPW1Kb BB1Kb CCSD(T)c CBS-QB3d

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
b 1.86 1.05 0.98 1.31 1.58 1.15
c 2.70 1.89 1.80 -e 2.25 1.70
d 2.21 1.69 1.64 1.83 2.07 1.78
e 3.34 2.90 2.86 3.27 3.15 2.67

MAD f 0.56 0.12 0.12 0.20g 0.35 0.00

a With the 6-31G(d,p) basis set; taken from Vereecken and Peeters.1

b With the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set.c CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p); taken from Vereecken and Peeters.1 d Based on B3LYP/6-
311G(2d,d,p) optimized geometries.e Not a minimum for this model
chemistry.f MAD ) mean absolute deviation from the CBS-QB3
relative energies.g This MAD does not include conformerc.
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of σ ) 3.74 Å and ε ) 82 K.62,63 Following the same
procedures64-67 used in our study of isoprene ozonolysis,68 we
estimated Lennard-Jones parameters ofσ ) 4.31 Å andε )
297 K for the•C2H5O3 minima and transition structures.

Each simulation was run for 103 collisions to ensure that the
pseudo steady state69 was achieved. Trials were run at pressures
of 1, 10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and 760 Torr.
Each pseudo steady-state yield reported is the average result of
104 Monte Carlo simulations. For a yield of∼1, the statistical
uncertainty is no higher than(0.009. For a yield of∼0.001,
the statistical uncertainty is(0.0005. Details of how the initial
energy distribution ofI was represented in a given simulation
are given in the Results and Discussion section below.

II.C. Transition State Theory Calculations. All of the rate
constants reported here were calculated using Truhlar’s POLYRATE

9.170 and GAUSSRATE9.1.71 All energies, gradients, and Hessians
were computed with the BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) method, with all
vibrational modes treated under the harmonic approximation.

We computed thermal rate constants for Reactions 1 and 2
above using both canonical variational transition state theory
(CVT)72-74 and improved canonical variational theory (ICVT),75,76

which removes contributions to the rate constant at energies
below that of the saddle point. For both reactions the CVT and
ICVT results agree at all temperatures to three significant
figures. We also report rate constants computed with conven-
tional, non-variational transition state theory (TST).

CVT calculations on Reaction 1 revealed two local maxima
in the ground-state vibrationally adiabatic potential curve
(Va

G(s)) and the free energy of activation curves (∆GGT,0(T,s))
on either side of the saddle point. This can give rise to significant
recrossing effects which cause the CVT method to overestimate
the classical rate constant. We corrected for these effects by
using the canonical unified statistical (CUS)77 method.

We treated hydrogen atom tunneling multidimensionally78 in
Reactions 1 and 2 with the small-curvature tunneling (SCT),79

version-4 large-curvature tunneling (LCT),80 and microcanonical
optimized multidimensional tunneling (µOMT)81 approxima-
tions. Convergence of the transmission coefficients,Γ(T), to
three significant figures required computation of the minimum
energy path froms ) -2.2 ao to s ) +2.2 ao, with a step size
of 0.00025ao and Hessians being computed every five steps.

Finally, we also estimated the impact of tunneling on thermal
rate constants using the asymmetric Eckart potential.14,82Eckart
transmission coefficients depend only on the reaction barrier,
reaction energy, and the magnitude of the imaginary frequency,
ν*, of the vibration along the reaction coordinate, and are
particularly sensitive to the value ofν*. We computed Eckart
Γ(T) values with Truong’s VKLab 1.0,83 again based on BB1K/
6-31+G(d,p) electronic structure data.

III. Results and Discussion

III.A. Conformational Analysis of the Alkoxy and Alky-
lperoxy Radicals.Figures 1 and 2 show all possible conformers

for speciesI andIII identified by Vereecken and Peeters’1 and
our DFT, CCSD(T), and CBS-QB3 calculations. Tables 1 and
2 present the zero-point corrected relative energies of each of
the species in the schemes. We will assume that the CBS-QB3
relative energies are the most accurate and judge the accuracy
of the each of the other methods by the mean absolute deviation
(MAD) of that method’s relative energies from the CBS-QB3
predictions.

For speciesI (Table 1), all methods except for MPW1K
agreed that conformera (Figure 1), which possesses an
intramolecular hydrogen bond between the OH group and the
terminal peroxy oxygen, is the most stable. The calculations
with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set had MADs of less than 0.20
kcal/mol; the calculations with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set were
significantly less accurate. This is consistent with Truhlar’s
recommendation12,43that diffuse functions always be placed on
non-hydrogen atoms in DFT calculations. Given that only the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) method predicted that conformerm corre-
sponds to a minimum on the potential energy surface, its
predicted existence may be merely an artifact of using a small
basis set. It is also noteworthy that all three DFT methods, when
used with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set, were more accurate than
the single point CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) method. However, as
Vereecken and Peeters themselves note,1 the 6-31G(d,p) basis
set is rather small for as high as level of theory as CCSD(T).

For speciesIII (Table 2), all methods predict that conformer
a (Figure 2), which possesses an intramolecular hydrogen bond,
is the most stable structure. Again, the DFT calculations with
the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set agree better with the CBS-QB3
predictions than either B3LYP or CCSD(T) calculations with
the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. The BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) method
predicts that conformerc is a transition structure, not a
minimum. However, based on CBS-QB3 free energies, con-
formers a and b should account for almost 90% of the
equilibrium population of speciesIII at 298 K. Therefore, even
if conformerc actually exists, its neglect would introduce only
a minor error.

III.B. Quantum Chemistry of the Hydrogen Shift Reac-
tions. The Supporting Information contains a detailed discussion
of the geometries predicted for the species in Reactions 1 and
2. Here we focus on the energetics. Table 3 shows the barriers

Figure 1. All stable conformers of theâ-hydroxyethylperoxy radical (speciesI ).

Figure 2. All stable conformers of theâ-hydroxyethoxy radical
(speciesIII ).
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and energies of reaction predicted for Reaction 1, and Table 4
shows the barriers predicted for Reaction 2.

The predicted barriers for Reaction 1 vary widely, from 18-
29 kcal/mol, whereas the predicted reaction energies vary less,
from 19-22 kcal/mol. For all DFT methods, increasing the basis
set size from 6-31+G(d,p) to MG3S has very little impact on
the predicted barrier. Although none of the model chemistries
in Table 3 is an absolutely authoritative method of predicting
hydrogen shift barriers, Lynch and Truhlar’s benchmarking54

suggests that the MCG3//BB1K/MG3S prediction should be the
most accurate. All the B3LYP barriers are 4-5 kcal/mol lower
than the MCG3 barrier. This is consistent with previous
studies12,31,33-35 and occurs in spite of the fact that the B3LYP
transition structures, as discussed in the Supporting Information,
are later than those predicted by other methods. Indeed, Olivella
and Sole´’s19 very high level single point RCCSD(T) barrier,
based on B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) geometries, and the composite G3//
B3LYP barrier, based on B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries, are 3-6
kcal/mol higher than the MCG3 barrier. This is consistent with
the use of a later transition structure. However, the other
composite methods based on B3LYP geometries, CBS-QB3 and
G3SX, agree to within 1 kcal/mol of the MCG3 barrier. The
other methods used, G3S (based on MP2 geometries), MPW1K,
and BB1K, likewise all agree with MCG3 to within 1 kcal/
mol. The fact that a number of very different methods all predict
a barrier of 24-25 kcal/mol provides strong evidence that the
RCCSD(T) barrier is too high.

For Reaction 2 (Table 4), the predicted barriers also vary
widely, from 12-26 kcal/mol. Again, for all DFT methods,

increasing the basis set size from 6-31+G(d,p) to MG3S has
very little impact on the predicted barrier. As with Reaction 1,
we will assume here that the MCG3 predictions are the most
accurate. The MCG3 barriers computed with the BB1K/MG3S
and CCSD/6-31G(d) geometries, which agree to within 0.1 kcal/
mol, have an average value of 22.71 kcal/mol. (The agreement
is not surprising, given the similarities in the geometries, as
reported in Table 2S in the Supporting Information.) The B3LYP
barriers are 9-10 kcal/mol lower than the average MCG3
barrier, again consistent with previous studies. Likewise, the
composite methods based on B3LYP geometries, CBS-QB3,
G3//B3LYP, and G3SX, are 2-4 kcal/mol lower than MCG3.
On the other hand, G3S, based on MP2 geometries, is 3 kcal/
mol higher than MCG3. Finally, compared to the results for
Reaction 1, the MPW1K and BB1K barriers for Reaction 2 do
not agree as well with each other or with the MCG3 barriers.
Nevertheless, the predictions deviate from the MCG3 values
by less than 2 kcal/mol.

Overall, given the ability of BB1K to reproduce the results
of more rigorous methods for minima (Tables 1 and 2) and
barrier heights (Tables 3 and 4), and its previous validation for
transition structure geometries,32 we decided to rely on BB1K
to predict electronic structure data for our master equation
(Section C) and transition state theory (Sections D and E)
calculations. (Although MPW1K performed as well as BB1K
for the molecules in this study, we have previously found
problems with MPW1K’s treatment of oxo-substituted peroxy
radicals.84) Because increasing the basis set size from
6-31+G(d,p) to MG3S had little effect on the above predictions,
we also decided to use the smaller basis set for all subsequent
calculations.

III.C. Master Equation Simulations of the â-Hydroxy-
ethylperoxy Radical. We considered the following possible
reactions in our simulations:

Reaction 4, the formation of the most stable conformer of
â-hydroxyethylperoxy radical (speciesIa, Figure 1), was the
entrance channel. The initial energy ofIa was represented by a
shifted thermal distribution60 truncated at the zero-point cor-
rected energy of transition structureTS I. A three-dimensional
rendering ofTS I, which has not reported in previous studies
of this system, and the other species in Reaction 4 is shown in
Figure 3. (Although the addition of O2 to alkyl radicals is
typically barrierless, the existence of this first-order saddle point
was confirmed with both B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) and MPW1K/

TABLE 3: Predicted Energetics (0 K, kcal/mol) for Reaction
1

method barrier reaction energy

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 18.34 18.87
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 18.97 19.11
B3LYP/MG3S 19.10 19.27
MPW1K/6-31+G(d,p) 24.79 19.51
MPW1K/MG3S 24.70 20.00
BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) 24.03 20.36
BB1K/MG3S 23.79 20.82
CBS-QB3 23.60 20.51
G3S 24.73 22.33
G3//B3LYP 26.95 21.39
G3SX 25.00 21.62
MCG3a 23.59 21.79
RCCSD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p)b 29.37 20.77

a Based on BB1K/MG3S optimized geometries and vibrational
frequencies.b Taken from Olivella and Sole´;19 based on B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) optimized geometries and vibrational frequencies.

TABLE 4: Predicted Barriers (0 K, kcal/mol) for Reaction 2

method barrier

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 12.42
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 13.15
B3LYP/MG3S 13.69
MPW1K/6-31+G(d,p) 23.51
MPW1K/MG3S 23.44
BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) 21.15
BB1K/MG3S 20.98
CBS-QB3 18.45
G3S 25.77
G3//B3LYP 21.21
G3SX 20.12
MCG3a 22.67
MCG3b 22.75

a Based on the BB1K/MG3S optimized geometries and vibrational
frequencies.b Based on the CCSD/6-31G(d) optimized geometries and
vibrational frequencies.
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6-31+G(d,p) calculations.) In bothTS I andI , the O-O bond
is synclinal to the C-C bond. Geometrically,TS I is quite early,
with an extremely long partially formed C-O bond of 2.820
Å, and an O-O bond only 0.005 Å longer than in the O2

reactant.
Reactions 1, 5, 6, and the reverse of Reaction 4 were the

exit channels. Reactions 1, 5, and 6 were treated as irreversible
because the radicals formed in these reactions should either
decompose more rapidly or (forIV andV) react with O2 more
rapidly than they can back-react. Figures 1S and 2S in the
Supporting Information present the relative energies for all
possible conformations of the reactants and transition structures
of these exit channels. These include the four conformers of
TS I-IV (Figure 1S) and the seven conformers ofTS I-V
(Figure 2S). Our mechanism also explicitly included the 25
transition structures interconnecting the 12 valid conformers
(Table 1) of theâ-hydroxyethylperoxy radical. Table 5 sum-
marizes the zero-point corrected BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) relative
energies for the wells and the exit channel barriers.

Table 6 presents the average pseudo steady-state yields as a
function of pressure for each of the possible outcomes of the
simulations (which we will label Trial A) based on the energies
in Table 5: collisional stabilization of speciesI (in any of the
12 possible conformations), reversion to the•C2H4OH and O2

reactants, formation ofII via the 1,5-hydrogen shift, formation
of IV via the 1,4-hydrogen shift, and formation ofV via the
1,3-hydrogen shift.

For pressures of∼10 Torr or lower, a majority of the peroxy
radicals react. The dominant reaction is the 1,5-hydrogen shift,
with non-negligible contributions from the 1,4-hydrogen shift
and decomposition to•C2H4OH and O2. Moreover, all four
conformers ofTS I-IV contributed to the overall yield ofIV
(results not shown). This reflects the importance of treating all
conformers in kinetics simulations, as noted by Vereecken and
Peeters.85

At higher pressures, thermalization of the peroxy radical
dominates; at 1 atm only∼1% of the radicals are predicted to
undergo the 1,5-hydrogen shift. As discussed above, bimolecular
reactions will be far more rapid than isomerization for ther-
malizedI . Moreover, given that speciesII is only ∼4 kcal/mol
more stable thanTS I-II (Table 3), it is likely that formation
of II is partially reversible. Hence, the formation ofII , and its
subsequent decomposition to•OH and two equivalents of
CH2O,19 will be important to atmospheric chemistry only at low
pressures.

Another issue with Trial A is the extent to which speciesI is
chemically activated. BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) predicts that the O2
addition transition structure (TS I) is 5.12 kcal/mol higher in
energy than the separated•C2H4OH and O2 reactants. This
barrier is probably too high, given that the geometries of the
•C2H4OH and O2 moieties inTS I are only slightly distorted
from those of the separated•C2H4OH and O2 reactants (Figure
3). To quantify the effect of entrance channel energy, we
performed a set of simulations (labeled Trial B) with the energy
of TS I lowered to 31.74 kcal/mol, which corresponds to the
total BB1K/6-31G(d,p) energy of•C2H4OH + O2 relative to
conformerIa. All other energies were the same as in Table 5.
The results are presented in Table 7.

As expected, decreasing the amount of chemical activation
in the peroxy radical decreases the amount of prompt chemistry.
In Trial B, a majority of peroxy radicals undergo the 1,5-
hydrogen shift only at pressures of less than 1 Torr. As in Trial
A, no formation ofV via the 1,3-hydrogen shift was observed.

Finally, we calculated master equation yields based on the
RCCSD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p) single-point energies, as sum-

Figure 3. Optimized geometries for the species in Reaction 4. Note that gray represents carbon, black represents oxygen, and white represents
hydrogen. Bond lengths (in Å) and dihedral angles (in degrees) obtained at the BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) level.

TABLE 5: Relative Energies (0 K; kcal/mol) for the Species
in the Trial A Simulations a

species energy

I 0.00- 2.83b

TS I 36.86
TS I-II 24.03
TS I-IV 31.48-33.76b

TS I-V 45.46-48.46b

a From BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) calculations.b Range of energies indi-
cates the existence of more than one conformer.

TABLE 6: Master Equation Yields for Trial A

Torr speciesI •C2H4OH + O2 speciesII speciesIV speciesV

1 0.029 0.030 0.927 0.014 0.000
10 0.498 0.015 0.480 0.007 0.000
50 0.841 0.006 0.152 0.003 0.000

100 0.913 0.003 0.083 0.001 0.000
200 0.955 0.002 0.043 0.001 0.000
300 0.969 0.001 0.031 0.000 0.000
400 0.978 0.001 0.020 0.000 0.000
500 0.980 0.001 0.019 0.000 0.000
600 0.985 0.000 0.014 0.000 0.000
700 0.987 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.000
760 0.987 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.000

TABLE 7: Master Equation Yields for Trial B

Torr speciesI •C2H4OH + O2 speciesII speciesIV speciesV

1 0.448 0.082 0.469 0.001 0.000
10 0.881 0.027 0.093 0.000 0.000
50 0.966 0.009 0.026 0.000 0.000

100 0.983 0.004 0.013 0.000 0.000
200 0.991 0.002 0.006 0.000 0.000
300 0.994 0.002 0.005 0.000 0.000
400 0.995 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.000
500 0.998 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000
600 0.998 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000
700 0.997 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000
760 0.998 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000
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marized in Table 8, from Olivella and Sole´’s19 study. In this
set of simulations (labeled Trial C) we replicated Olivella and
Solé’s mechanism by including only the most stable conformer
of TS I-IV , neglecting any putative contribution from the 1,3-
hydrogen shift, and including a reaction involving the concerted
loss of HOO• from the peroxy radical (Reaction 12):

Unlike Olivella and Sole´, we assumed the existence of a first-
order saddle point (TS I) between•C2H4OH + O2 and I , but,
as in Trial B, we set the energy ofTS I to that of the separated
•C2H4OH + O2 reactants. The results are presented in Table 9.

Based on the RCCSD(T) energies, less than 25% of the
peroxy radicals undergo prompt reaction even at 1 Torr, and
the 1,4-hydrogen shift and the loss of HOO• are negligible at
all pressures studied. The low yields of speciesII even at very
low pressures is consistent with the high barrier of 29.37 kcal/
mol predicted for the 1,5-hydrogen shift (Table 8). However,
as discussed in Section B, it is likely that the RCCSD(T) barrier
is too high. Therefore, the actual extent to which theâ-hy-
droxyethylperoxy radical undergoes prompt chemistry is prob-
ably bracketed by the results of Trial A (Table 6) and Trial B
(Table 7). That is, the prompt formation ofII (and its subsequent
decomposition to form 2 CH2O + •OH) should be a minor, but
non-negligible, process at higher altitudes in the troposphere.

III.D. Transition State Theory Calculations on the 1,5-
Hydrogen Shift in the â-Hydroxyethylperoxy Radical. Table
10 presents the TST, CVT, and CUS thermal rate constants
predicted for Reaction 1:

To simplify the calculation, only the most stable conformers
of I andII were considered. Table 10 also indicates the location
of the canonical variational transition state,s*

CVT, as well as the

transmission coefficientsΓ predicted with the SCT, LCT,
µOMT, and Eckart methods.

The first thing to note is a significant variational effect on
the predicted rate constant, especially at lower temperatures.
At 200 K, the CVT rate constant is a factor of 2 smaller than
the TST rate constant. At 298 K, the CVT rate constant is only
∼30% lower, and at higher temperatures, the CVT and TST
rate constants are nearly the same. Temperature also has a large
effect on the location of the transition state. At 200 K, the
variational transition state lies 0.22ao past the saddle point,
whereas at higher temperatures the variational transition state
switches to the reactant side of the saddle point. This reflects,
as mentioned in Section IIC, the existence of two maxima in
theVa

G(s) and∆GGT,0(T,s) curves. The relative heights of these
two maxima evolve as a function of temperature. More precise
calculations (not tabulated) indicate that up to 549 K, the higher
peak in the ∆GGT,0(T,s) curve lies on the product side
(s*

CVT(549 K) ) 0.175). At 550 K and higher, the higher peak
in the ∆GGT,0(T,s) curve lies on the reactant side
(s*

CVT(550 K) ) -0.008). Analogous behavior has been pre-
dicted for the Cl+ CH4 f HCl + CH3 reaction.86,87 The
existence of two dynamical bottlenecks leads to more recrossing
at the transition state, and therefore smaller rate constants than
predicted by the CVT method. However, the impact is small;
the CUS rate constants are only 0.6% to 1% lower than the
CVT rate constants.

All methods predict that, as expected, tunneling has a smaller
effect as the temperature increases. Of the semiclassical tun-
neling methods available in POLYRATE, µOMT agrees best with
fully quantal calculations,88,89 and we will accept theµOMT
results as the accurate values. Because the SCT andµOMT
transmission coefficients constants agree to three significant
figures at all temperatures studied, it is clear that the small-
curvature tunneling mechanism dominates even though a light
atom is being transferred between two heavy atoms. The
asymmetric Eckart model overestimatesΓ by as much as a factor
of 4. This might be due in part to an overestimate by BB1K/
6-31+G(d,p) of the imaginary frequency (ν* ) 1666i cm-1)
used in the Eckart calculations. However, given the accuracy
of BB1K for transition structure energies and geometries
discussed above, the BB1K imaginary frequency should be
reliable as well. The dominant source of error is likely the fact
the Eckart potential is substantially narrower than the true
∆GGT,0(T,s) curve at its base, as noted in previous studies.90,91

Finally, performing a standard three-parameter fit (k ) ATn

exp(-Ea/RT)) to the CUS/µOMT rate constants yields the
expressionk ) (9.35× 108)T0.994exp (-1.12× 104/T) s-1. In
Figure 4, we compare Arrhenius plots of the CUS/µOMT rate
constant with the rate constants predicted from non-variational
transition state theory (TST) and Marinov’s estimated expres-
sion21 of k ) (6.00 × 1010) exp (-1.23 × 104/T) s-1. The
discrepancy between the TST and CUS/µOMT rate constants
is significant only at lower temperatures. The Marinov rate
constants are approximately 2 orders of magnitude lower than
the CUS/µOMT values at all temperatures plotted. At lower
temperatures, this is due to the higher value ofEa in Marinov’s
equation. At higher temperatures, this is due to the lack of a
temperature dependence in the pre-exponential factor of Marinov’s
equation. In any case, our calculations indicate that the 1,5-
hydrogen shift in theâ-hydroxyethylperoxy radical plays a more
important role in the combustion of ethanol than previously
believed. However, the room-temperature CUS/µOMT rate
constant of 1.05× 10-5 s-1 confirms that the thermal reaction
is far too slow to play a role in atmospheric chemistry.

TABLE 8: Relative Energies (0 K; kcal/mol) for the Species
in the Trial C Simulationsa

species energy

I 0.00
TS I 32.97
TS I-II 29.37
TS I-IV 32.11
TS I-VI 35.13

a From the RCCSD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) cal-
culations of Olivella and Sole´.19

TABLE 9: Master Equation Yields for Trial C

Torr speciesI •C2H4OH + O2 speciesII speciesIV speciesVI

1 0.770 0.185 0.044 0.001 0.000
10 0.935 0.057 0.009 0.000 0.000
50 0.980 0.018 0.002 0.000 0.000

100 0.987 0.011 0.001 0.000 0.000
200 0.994 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000
300 0.995 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000
400 0.998 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000
500 0.998 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
600 0.999 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
700 0.999 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
760 0.999 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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III.E. Transition State Theory Calculations on the 1,4-
Hydrogen Shift in the â-Hydroxyethoxy Radical. Table 11
presents the thermal rate constants and transmission coefficients
predicted for Reaction 2:

There are a number of significant differences in the dyn-
amics of Reactions 1 and 2. First, there is no variational effect
on the rate constant for Reaction 2; at all temperatures
studied, the transition state coincides exactly with the saddle
point.

Second, tunneling has a far larger impact on the rate of
Reaction 2. At 200 K, tunneling accelerates Reaction 2 by 9
orders of magnitude more than Reaction 1. Qualitatively, this
is reasonable given the different curvatures of the minimum
energy paths. As noted in Section III.D., the transition structure
for Reaction 1 has an imaginary frequency of 1666i cm-1. In
contrast, the transition structure for Reaction 2 has an imaginary
frequency of 3295i cm-1, reflecting the existence of a far
narrower adiabatic potential.

Third, unlike for Reaction 1, large-curvature tunneling plays
an important role in the dynamics of Reaction 2. The LCT and
µOMT transmission coefficients agree (to two significant
figures) at 200 and 250 K, and small-curvature tunneling is not
the dominant mechanism until the temperature reaches∼600
K. Such a change in tunneling mechanism with temperature was
observed by Truhlar and co-workers81 in their study of the
reaction of CF3 with CD3H. At 298 and 400 K, the small-
curvature and large-curvature mechanisms both contribute

significantly to the overall tunneling. Corchado and co-workers89

have noted that in such situations, even theµOMT method may
underestimate the transmission coefficient.

The Eckart method again overestimates the extent of tunnel-
ing, especially at lower temperatures. At 200 K, the EckartΓ
value is 3 orders of magnitude higher than theµOMT Γ value.
(Corchado and co-workers’89 point notwithstanding, it is reason-
able to assume that at 200 K theµOMT method provides a
reliable estimate of tunneling.) This may call into question the
use of the Eckart method in the study of other intramolecular
hydrogen shift reactions, such as in the ethoxy system studied
by Zhang et al.25

Finally, fitting the TST/µOMT rate constants for Reaction 2
yields the expressionk ) (8.71 × 10-10)T6.322 exp (-2.54 ×
103/T) s-1. In Figure 5, we compare Arrhenius plots of the TST/
µOMT rate constant for Reaction 2 with the rate constants
predicted for the same reaction from transition state theory
without tunneling (TST). We also plot the Arrhenius expression
derived by Vereecken and Peeters1 (k∞ ) (1.1 × 1013) exp
(-5.03× 103/T) s-1) for the â-scission ofIII (Reaction 9):

First, we note the large curvature in theµOMT Arrhenius
plot, showing the enormous impact of tunneling on the 1,4-
hydrogen shift at lower temperatures. We also note that, even
accounting for tunneling, the hydrogen shift reaction is 1-3
orders of magnitude slower than theâ-scission reaction at all
temperatures considered. The pre-exponential factor derived by
Veerecken and Peeters forIII is typical ofâ-scission reactions

TABLE 10: Variational Transition State Theory Results for Reaction 1a

rate constant (s-1) transmission coefficient

T(K) s*
CVT TST CVT CUS SCT LCT µOMT Eckart

200 0.221 1.19× 10-14 5.84× 10-15 5.80× 10-15 13.51 7.00 13.51 58.37
250 0.216 1.97× 10-9 1.21× 10-9 1.20× 10-9 5.37 3.31 5.37 16.37
298 0.211 4.53× 10-6 3.23× 10-6 3.20× 10-6 3.29 2.28 3.29 7.99
400 0.198 1.33× 10-1 1.16× 10-1 1.14× 10-1 1.95 1.56 1.95 3.60
600 -0.009 3.13× 103 3.13× 103 3.10× 103 1.35 1.21 1.35 2.00
800 -0.018 5.05× 105 5.03× 105 4.99× 105 1.19 1.11 1.19 1.60
1000 -0.026 1.11× 107 1.10× 107 1.09× 107 1.12 1.07 1.12 1.42
1200 -0.033 8.87× 107 8.76× 107 8.70× 107 1.08 1.05 1.08 1.32
1400 -0.040 3.99× 108 3.93× 108 3.90× 108 1.06 1.04 1.06 1.26
1600 -0.046 1.25× 109 1.22× 109 1.21× 109 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.22
1800 -0.052 3.04× 109 2.98× 109 2.96× 109 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.19
2000 -0.057 6.25× 109 6.09× 109 6.05× 109 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.17

a Based on BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) energies, gradients, and Hessians.

TABLE 11: Variational Transition State Theory Results for Reaction 2a

rate constant (s-1) transmission coefficient

T(K) TST CVT SCT LCT µOMT Eckart

200 7.81× 10-11 7.81× 10-11 5.42× 109 1.96× 1010 1.97× 1010 1.98× 1013

250 3.59× 10-6 3.59× 10-6 5.85× 106 1.06× 107 1.11× 107 1.46× 109

298 3.60× 10-3 3.60× 10-3 1.01× 105 1.18× 105 1.38× 105 4.30× 106

400 3.46× 101 3.46× 101 7.83× 102 5.40× 102 8.44× 102 3.92× 103

600 2.62× 105 2.62× 105 1.79× 101 1.11× 101 1.81× 101 2.46× 101

800 2.34× 107 2.34× 107 4.74 3.51 4.74 5.51
1000 3.53× 108 3.53× 108 2.64 2.18 2.64 3.05
1200 2.20× 109 2.20× 109 1.94 1.70 1.94 2.27
1400 8.21× 109 8.21× 109 1.62 1.47 1.62 1.90
1600 2.23× 1010 2.23× 1010 1.44 1.35 1.44 1.69
1800 4.87× 1010 4.87× 1010 1.33 1.26 1.33 1.56
2000 9.15× 1010 9.15× 1010 1.26 1.21 1.26 1.47

a Based on BB1K/6-31+G(d,p) energies, gradients, and Hessians.
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for a wide variety of alkoxy radicals.92 However, theâ-scission
activation energies for some alkoxy radicals are higher by at
least a few kcals per mole.92 This suggests that the 1,4-hydrogen
shift could be competitive withâ-scission in other alkoxy
radicals found in the atmosphere.

IV. Conclusions

Our quantum chemical examination of the conformers and
intramolecular hydrogen shift barriers for theâ-hydroxyethyl-
peroxy (I ) andâ-hydroxyethoxy (III ) radicals lead to somewhat
different conclusions from previous studies.1,19 The B3LYP,
MPW1K, and BB1K functionals all predict relative stabilities
for the conformers ofI andIII in excellent agreement with the
CBS-QB3 composite method if the basis set used in the DFT
calculations includes diffuse functions on non-hydrogen atoms.
Given the validation of CBS-QB3 against the G2 test set of
thermochemical properties,13 we are confident that the CBS-
QB3 predictions are more accurate than the CCSD(T)/6-31G-
(d,p) calculations used in Vereecken and Peeters’ study.1

However, for hydrogen abstraction reaction barriers, the
MCG3 composite method is often more reliable than CBS-
QB3.33,54 The MCG3 barrier for the 1,5-hydrogen shift inI
(Reaction 1) is 23.59 kcal/mol, and the average MCG3 barrier

for the 1,4-hydrogen shift inIII (Reaction 2) is 22.71 kcal/mol
The MPW1K and BB1K methods predict barriers that are rather
close to these predictions, while the B3LYP method, as well as
composite methods based on B3LYP-optimized geometries, are
on the whole significantly less accurate. Our inability to obtain
valid QCISD and MC-QCISD geometries for the hydrogen shift
transition structures is admittedly problematic and perhaps
makes our results here less conclusive. Nevertheless, our
calculations do suggest that Olivella and Sole´’s19 RCCSD/6-
311+G(3df,2p) barrier of 29.37 kcal/mol for Reaction 1 is too
high.

Our RRKM/master equation simulations do, nevertheless,
support Olivella and Sole´’s19 contention that the 1,5-hydrogen
shift in chemically activatedI may play an important role in
the troposphere. Our simulations also suggest that the 1,4-
hydrogen shift may play a non-negligible role at low pressures,
due in part to the fact that multiple conformers ofI can undergo
this reaction. The competition between the 1,5-hydrogen shift
(and other prompt reactions) vs collisional stabilization is a
sensitive function of the extent to which speciesI is chemical
activated. B3LYP, MPW1K, and BB1K calculations all predict
the existence of an enthalpic barrier for the formation ofI from
O2 and •C2H4OH, and therefore a greater degree of chemical
activation than predicted by Olivella and Sole´. Given that the
addition of O2 to alkyl radicals is typically barrierless, the O2

+ •C2H4OH potential energy surface should be examined at
higher levels of theory to confirm or refute our DFT predictions.

Finally, our variational transition state theory calculations
indicate that tunneling plays a rather modest role in the dynamics
of Reaction 1, but a dramatic role in the dynamics of Reaction
2. However, even with such large transmission coefficients, the
1,4-hydrogen shift will usually be far slower thanâ-scission
for alkoxy radicals. This will not be the case for 1,4-hydrogen
shifts in closed-shell systems such as syn carbonyl oxides, and
calculations of tunneling effects on the dynamics of such systems
are currently underway.

For both reactions, the Eckart transmission coefficients are
significantly larger than the accurateµOMT transmission
coefficients. However, the cost of an Eckart calculation is trivial
compared to aµOMT calculation, and Eckart transmission
coefficients can be adequate if one needs to estimate tunneling
effects for a large number of reactions. Nevertheless, when the
thermal rate constant of a specific hydrogen shift reaction must
be predicted accurately, there is no substitute for a rigorous
multidimensional tunneling calculation.
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Figure 4. Arrhenius plots of the rate constants for Reaction 1 predicted
by canonical unified statistical theory with microcanonical optimized
multidimensional tunneling (CUS/µOMT), transition state theory (TST),
and the approximate expression of Marinov.21

Figure 5. Arrhenius plots of the rate constants for the 1,4-hydrogen
shift of speciesIII (Reaction 2) predicted by transition state theory
with microcanonical optimized multidimensional tunneling (µOMT)
and by transition state theory (TST), and the rate constant for the
â-scission ofIII determined by Vereecken and Peeters.1
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